
Stage 1 Physics  
Exam Revision Booklet 
 
What you need to know and do … 
The concepts and knowledge you will be tested on are 

 How to use the average velocity formula 
t

s
vav   to find velocity, time (

avv

s
t  ) and 

displacement ( tvs av ) 

 Convert between 1ms  and km/h using 3.6 divide or times.  

State that the difference between a scalar quantity and a vector quantity is that vector quantities 
have a direction and an amount. 

Determine that you will need to measure a distance and a time to find average speed and 
discuss the ways you can do this. 

 Identify errors that can occur in a practical investigation and classify them as systematic – 
affects all results equally (changes accuracy) and random errors that cause some results to not 
match the others (changes precision) 

 Identify that distance time graphs with a raising or falling gradient show uniform speed and 
with a curved line show changing speed. 

 Identify that velocity time graphs with a horizontal line show constant speed and with a raising 
or falling gradient show uniform acceleration and with a curved slope show changing 
acceleration.  

 Draw graphs from data correctly.  

 Identify independent variable (the one we change) 

 Dependent variable (the one that changes because of this) 

 Use constant acceleration due to gravity to determine final velocities or times of falls and to 
explain why the velocity of an object launched into the air changes over time.  (often given as a 
negative value -10 m/s/s 

 Use 
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 Use asvv if 222  to find final velocity, initial velocity asvv fi 222  , acceleration 
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 Know and use the SI units for displacement m, time s, velocity 1ms , acceleration 2ms  

 Use scientific notation (e,g. 6102.5  = 5200000) to express numbers and be able to use 
scientific notation comfortably on your calculator.  

Terminology for waves –amplitude – height or energy of the wave, frequency- how 
many waves per second (Hz), wavelength – distance between two equivalent points on 
a wave (m), crest (highest point of a wave), trough (lowest point of a wave). 

Wave theory  f , 
T

f
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Longitudinal waves oscillate in the direction of propagation, Transverse waves 
oscillate at right angles to the direction of propagation. 



That waves can be added by the process of superposition and through this process 
waves undergo constructive and destructive interference.  
That waves can reflect, refract as they change medium (because they change speed) 

and diffract through gaps (bend around corners if the gap is about the same size as 
the wavelength.) 

The Doppler effect which applies to sound waves and to light waves. 
Resonance – vibrating objects cause other objects to vibrate if their frequency 

matches the resonance frequency of the other object. Resonance can be used to 
determine the speed of sound or to amplify the sound of a small vibrating object 
(string). Resonating chambers are of a size and shape to support the frequencies 
made by the instrument. (practical report) 
Electromagnetic radiation can be described as travelling as transverse waves – it 

experiences reflection, refraction and diffraction (radio signals). There exists a very 
wide range of frequencies for EM radiation – we will use a small part, visible light, as 
an example of them all. 

To make coloured objects some colours are absorbed and some are reflected. (a red 
object reflects red light and absorbs blue and green. If all light is absorbed – black. 
Adding red, blue and green light gives white (Spectroscope and fluorescent lights). 
White light is made from colours – the spectrum of visible light (refraction through 
a prism). 
For reflection ri   - remember the normal! 
Images in a mirror undergo lateral inversion and “exist” the same distance behind the 

mirror as the object is in front. The image is virtual. 
This knowledge can be made to create curved mirrors that produce real and 

magnified images. 
Rays parallel to the principal axis reflect through the focus, rays that pass through 

the focus reflect parallel to the principal axis. The distance between the mirror and 
the focus is the focal length. The focus is the point through which multiple parallel 
rays will converge. 

For refraction  Snell’s law 
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about speeds of light in different mediums and the absolute refractive indexes of 
the mediums to make predictions about the path of light through a material 
This knowledge can be used to create curved lenses that can refract light to produce 

magnified real or virtual images. 
Rays parallel to the principal axis refract through the focus, rays passing through 

the optical centre do not refract, rays passing through the focus refract parallel to 
the principal axis. 
The focal length of a lens is the distance between the centre of the lens and the 

focal point 
EM waves are used in astronomy in a number of ways – Radio Waves to carry 

messages, Light to analyse spectra from distant objects to identify the material. 
 Be able to state the differences between force, energy and power. 
 Work )(cosdFw  , 
Derive potential gravitational energy mghE   
Derive kinetic energy 2

2
1 mvE   



 Write a flow chart to show energy conversions through a system. 

 Power 
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 , derive avFvP    

Know the units Units of Joules, Watts, Newtons 

 Understand that energy is conserved in systems and use this to determine the 
energy at different points in the motion of an object. Roller coasters. 
 Understand that energy can be converted to a variety of different forms to do 

work. 
 Explain that energy is lost during energy transfers (Primarily discuss heat and 

friction) 
 Discuss various methods that can be used to store energy. (Based on your research) 

 
Some practice Questions 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 


